DEAN’S ORDER No. 6 /2006
On checking attendance in class and conditions on receiving credit for the course

On the basis of the Committee for education at the 3.MF CU, I state:

1. Checking attendance of students of the 3.MF CU at the internship and practical exercises are mandatory. The head of the course is responsible for monitoring attendance. Participation at seminars is not checked.

2. Credit from the studied subject is possible to be given on the basis of minimally 80% attendance for the student at an internship and practical exercises and after verifying his knowledge from the studied material. The method of verification is to be chosen by the head of the course (written tests, oral examinations etc.).

This order:
Is effective on the date of issue
Compiled by: prof. MUDr. J. Horák, CSc., head of the committee of education

Doc. MUDr. Bohuslav Svoboda, CSc., dean of the faculty